FREE SAMPLE

Play! Think. Investigate.
Your starter for ten...
Firstly, thank you for downloading this free sample of our ‘Game Show Math!’ resource. The
full PDF contains investigations and activities to pull out the maths behind game shows such
as The Price is Right, Let’s Make a Deal, The Million Pound Drop and and the UK game show
Countdown. Amongst other things it covers topics such as probability (of a single event and a
series of events), using brackets, multiplying fractions, doubling / halving, mental maths skills
and even touches on exponential growth!

A word on copyright...
‘Game Show Math’ is © Sparky Teaching 2013.
With thanks to the various TV companies who allowed us permission to mention their game
shows in this resource, in particular Endemol and Channel 4.
A lot of time has gone into the preparation of these resources! Please respect this.
Although the rights to the game shows mentioned belong to various TV companies whose
permission we have sought, the resources in this pack are copyright Sparky Teaching 2013 and
all copies made must recognise so. All rights reserved.
Together with this eBook comes the license to make as make as many copies of the resources
as you wish for your own personal use. Forwarding the resource or reproducing its contents
further constitutes a breach of copyright and will be treated as such.
If you did not receive this resource by purchasing it from sparkyteaching.com, please do not
print, copy or forward it – we’re not a large organisation and it doesn’t cost much. Please
support what we’re trying to achieve.

Tune in next time...
Many of the resources on Sparky Teaching’s website are free. If you’ve enjoyed and used
them, please consider purchasing resources like this that have taken a little more time to
create and we have to charge for. It helps the website continue. We hope ‘Game Show Math’
provokes some excellent class discussions and sparks some curiosity. If we can get pupils
wondering about the math in the world around them, we’ve done our job. We’d love to see
how you use this resource - tweet us @SparkyTeaching!
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Teachers’ Notes
“I really enjoyed that!”
Any teacher who has heard those four words at the end of a lesson will know just
how rewarding it is. Something in the previous hour has connected positively with
that student and you’ve created a memory. And with positive connections and
memories come pathways built in the brain and learning that sticks.
Now, when was the last time you heard those words at the end of a math lesson?
If you have had the pleasure, chances are it was at the close of an investigative,
hands-on lesson. Why? Because when we provide opportunities for pupils to
investigate their own ideas, look for patterns and play with the math, it ceases to
become about abstract sums in a book. It’s relevant and it’s all around us...

...Math is life, people!
Unfortunately, here in the UK, our new proposed national curriculum for maths is
not too big on investigational / real-life maths (the AT1 ‘Using and applying’
section is gone and scant mention is made elsewhere of investigational math).
It’s also been said that the math curriculum is going to go further, faster. The increased pressure to get topics covered will almost certainly result in less consolidation and embedding of skills, and teachers will need to make a conscious decision
to plan for more open-ended, investigative learning. From talking with teachers all
over the world on Twitter, it seems the onus for open-ended math is very much on
us teachers.
If we want students to love math and want to take it further, we have a responsibility to give them opportunities to play, investigate and enjoy it.
Which is where Game Show Math comes in.
We’re firm believers in the idea of using a ‘hook’ to lure students into learning.
This can be anything from showing students “what’s in it for them”, to hatching
fiendish plots tricking them into learning. Hywel Roberts, in his highly-recommended book Oops, likens the hook to digging a hole outside your classroom door and
covering over it with branches! It’s not difficult to hook students into a lesson on
the maths behind game shows, but for each of the investigations, we’ve come up
with an additional hook to start off your lesson.

SAMPLE LESSON PLAN

Come On Down!

This activity is loosely based on the game show The Price Is Right - a format repeated all over the world. There were many
elements to the show, but this activity is about matching a given number of price tags to the same number of prizes (it’s an
ordering investigation in disguise).

The big question

If you’ve got no idea of the prices, what chance have you got of winning?

The hook

Start the lesson by giving all your class nametags to put on. Then call four students out to “Come on down!” to the front in the
style of The Price Is Right (see http://bit.ly/PriceIsRightShow to learn your lines!) For maximum Saturday-night-game-showeffect, you can play/download the theme tune to The Price Is Right here: http://bit.ly/PriceIsRightTheme

Objectives

- describe pattern in a sequence of numbers
- work methodically
- make predictions
- express a formula based on results

Key questions

PLAY!
Take the four price tags (see p.7) and label them : A= $200,000, B = $20, C = $3.00
and D = $320. Also display four images of prizes that correspond with the prices (in
this case, a sports car, a CD, a bag of popcorn and a widescreen TV fit nicely). Get four
“volunteers” to Come on Down! and match up the price tags with the prizes. Was this
a fairly easy task to complete? Why? (Discuss the term range and how the range here
is a large one: $200,000 - $3.00 = $199,997. Also, students had an idea of the comparative prices). Play the game again, this time with a much-harder task. Display a second
set of price tags (with a much smaller range) and prizes that are less-familiar. For
example : A=$18.00, B=$22.50, C=$20.00 and D=$24.00, together with images of four
different types of table lamp! After four new contestants have fought bitterly to win
your fantastic lamps, discuss why the second set of prices were tougher to match up.
(The range was much smaller (£24 - £18 = £6) and the prizes were less obvious).
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- How many combinations are possible?
- What’s the probability of matching
the prices correctly?
- How can you be sure that you’ve covered all
the possibilities?
- What method have you used?
- Can you predict how many possibilities
there would be with 5 prices?

The math

In a normal game you might have an idea
where to put some of the prices. This investigation is based on the premise that the contestants have no idea. The probabilities are:
No. of
prices
(n)
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Activities

No. of
possibilities
(p)

Probability of
winning
(1/p)

1

1

1

2

2

1/2

3

6

1/6

4

24

1/24

Encourage students to allocate letters to each
column and express patterns using these.
Students may spot that each new number
of possibilities is found by multiplying the
number of prices by the previous number of
possibilities. So the number of possibilities
when there are 5 prices to match up will be
120 (found by working out 5 x 24).
The probability is 1 divided by the number
of possibilities ( 1 / y ). So the probability of
matching 5 prices will be 1/120.
A less-obvious pattern, but one worth noting
with older students, is that p can be found by
multiplying n by all previous values of n (e.g.
4 x 3 x 2 x 1 = 24). This is because the values
of p are factorials. So, for 6 prices, p = 6! =
6 x 5 x 4 x 3 x 2 x 1 = 720. This allows us to
predict any possibilities. With 100 prices, the
answer would be 100! or 100 x 99 x 98 x ...
and so on!

THINK

If you’ve got no idea of the prices, what chance have you got of
winning?
Revise the term probability and the ways it can be denoted. Discuss how students think
they could work out the probability of winning. Introduce the idea of ‘Start simple and
work up’ when investigating.
- What if there was 1 price tag and 1 prize? (certain win, probability of 1)
- What if there were 2 price tags and 2 prizes? (the price tags could be ordered AB or
BA, one of which would be correct. The probability is 1/2).
- Can you predict the probability of winning if there were 3 price tags and 3 prizes?
INVESTIGATE
In pairs, get students to investigate how many different combinations of price tags they
can find for 3 price tags, then 4. With each result, encourage them to spot a pattern
and make a prediction for the next result. How can you be sure you’ve covered all the
possibilities? As a class, share good examples of methods used and recording
techniques. Extrapolate the investigation and, using a calculator if needed, make
predictions for the probability of matching the right prices when there are 5, 6 and so
on. Is there a way of working out the probability for any number? When students can
spot the pattern, see if they can express this using letters to represent variables.
EXTEND
Using the blank price tags on p.7, get students to set up Come on Down! stations
around the classroom. Invite others to come in and guess the prices as a test to see
whether your probabilities reflect real life (e.g. if the prices are not obvious, roughly
half the contestants who play the two prize game should guess the right combination!).

SAMPLE STUDENT RESOURCE

Cash Drop
Start with
End of Round 1
End of Round 2

Divide by 4

End of Round 3
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End of Round 4
End of Round 5
End of Round 6
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End of Round 7
End with

To end with

End of Round 7

End of Round 6

End of Round 4
End of Round 3
End of Round 2
End of Round 1
Start with

Multiply by 4

End of Round 5
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